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Cast Marble Solutions for Tubs and Showers 

Routine Cleaning and Maintenance Instructions 
for IMI Cast Marble Solutions 
IMI Cast Marble products are hand crafted and custom made for your project needs.  Cast Marble is easy to care 

for once installed.  Cast Marble is a sealed non porous surface which makes cleaning and maintenance a breeze 

just using a soft cloth or paper towel along with a non-abrasive cleaner.  Routine cleaning will give many years 

of lust and trouble free service to your Cast Marble. 

DAILY CLEANING: 
For daily cleaning use a non-abrasive cleaner like soapy water, Windex®, Foam Cleaner or the Magic Eraser®. 

Water Marks:  Easy by wiping the surface with a damp cloth and then towel dry. 

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE: 
Matte Surface:  On occasion rub surface with a Scotch Brite™ pad and clean using the Daily Cleaning method. 

Gloss Surface:  On occasion buf with a polishing compound or automotive polishing compound. 

Textured Surface:  Use the Daily Cleaning method on occasion. 

MINOR CUTS and SCRATCHES: 
Matte and Textured Surfaces:  Sand damaged area with 400 grit sandpaper, and using the routine 

maintenance method to complete the fnish. 

Gloss Surface:  Sand the area with a random orbit sander beginning with 400 grit sandpaper to remove minor 

cuts and scratches. On occasion buf with a polishing compound or automotive polishing compound. 

Magic Eraser® is a registered trademark of Procter & Gamble. 
Windex® is a registered trademark of 3M. 

Scotch-Brite is a trademark of 3M. 
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